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THERMALLY EXCITED PROTON SPIN-FLIP LASER EMISSION IN TOKAMAKS 

V. Arunasalam and G.J. Greene 

Princeton University, Plasma Physics Laboratory 
P.O. Box 451, Princeton, N.J. 08543 

ABSTRACT 

Based on statistical thermodynamic fluctuation arguments, it is shown here for the first lime that thermally excited 
spin-flip laser emission from the fusion product protons can occur in large tokamak devices that are entering the 
reactor regime of operation. Existing experimental data from TFTR supports this conjecture, in the sense that these 
measurements are in complete agreement with the predictions of the quasilinear theory of the spin-flip laser. 

In large tokamak devices that are entering the reactor regime of operation such as TFTR, JT - 60 and JET the 
fusion products of the primary DD reaction arc given by 

13He(0.82 MeV) + n(2.5 MeV) 
(1) 

T(1.0 MeV) + p((3.0 MeV) 

and the secondary reactions are given by 

3He + D = p(14.7 MeV) + 4He(3.7 MeV) , (2) 

T + D = 4He(3.6 MeV) + n(14.7 MeV) (3) 

For the present day operating conditions in both TFTR and JET, two of these fusion products, 4 He (i.e., the alpha 
particles) and protons have large enough energies so as to satisfy the condition X; = kj.pi > 1. Here kj. is the wave 
vector perpendicular to the confining tokamak magnetic field B <* R-l, p; is the appropriate Larmor radius of the 
charged fusion product ionic species, and R is the major radius of the torus. Thus, according to the Trubnilcov 
"dressed test particle" emission theory, 1-2 >he alpha particles and protons can emit equally intense electromagnetic 
radiation at all harmonics of their ion cyclotron frequencies o> = mcuci < 0)LH» where B L H is the conventional 
lower hybrid frequency of the background deuterium plasma and m is the harmonic numoer. It is shown elsewhere 1 
that these radiations are actually fast Alfven waves and are hence subject to Stix-Golant^ lower hybrid accessibility 
criterion. Using Stringer's4 pitch angle analysis of these newly born fusion products, very recent calculations of the 
radial drift excursions of the banana orbits of the marginally trapped fusion products by Cottrell, Bhauiager, et.al.5 
for JET parameters indicate Uiat these excusions occur only to the outer midplane edge of the torus. It should be 
noted that the fast Alfven wave index of refraction of the background deuterium plasma u. = C/VA « nd'/2/B is 
approximately the same for both the TFTR and the JET present day parameters. Here, nd is the number density of 
the background deuterium plasma ions of mass md and V A is the Alfven wave phase velocity. Hence, Xi» kv/toci 
= mkv/co = mv/VA. = mvji/c is the same for both TFTR and JET since k - kx for cyclotron harmonic emission. 
Thus, on making use of Stix-Golant lower hybrid accessibility theory in conjunction with Stringer's radial profile 
analysis of the fusion products, one can clearly understand the localized nature of the ion cyclotron harmonic 
emission in tokamaks to the outer low-field side midplane plasma edge.l This line structure ion cyclotron harmonic 
emission from TFTR is shown in Fig.l. However, in this figure, it is seen that the main sequence of ion cyclotron 
harmonic peaks is accompanied by a "broader background continuum component" of the spectrum that begins 
roughly around the fifth harmonic of cocd-E. where (0cd-E i s we deuteron cyclotron frequency at die outer low-field 
plasma edge on the midplane of the torus. This background emission exists roughly over the frequency range for 
which the proton spin-flip resonance is within the plasma. The proton g factor gp is equal to 5.59 and thus the 
proton spin-flip resonance frequency u)sp = gpWcp/2 = gptOcd- I' ' s o u r ^ m here l 0 sho w 'hat this background 
emission of Fig.l is really the thermally excited proton spin-flip laser emission by using the conventional 
quasilinear theory to quantitatively estimate the steady state emission power levels. 
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Let us now examine the entropy S of die ensemble of spin 1/2 protons in a uniform external magnetic field 

B = B|| = B i z as a function of its internal energy U. According to the canonical ensemble, the fraction of the 
population in the upper state fu = exp(-'n(0sp/2KT)[exp(1ia)sp/2icT) + exp(-1io>sp/2KT] and the fraction in the lower 
state fi = expCficosr/JKTjtexpCncOsp̂ KT) + exp(-ficoSp/2icT)]. Hence die fractional excess of protons in die spin-up 
state G = (fu - fi) = tanh(-fio)Sp/2icT) = -flCi)Sp/2KT forlitosp « KT. The internal energy referred to the midpoint 
between die levels is U = Np[(fi<BSp/2)fu - (fitoSD/2)(l - f u)], where Np is die number of protons in die ensemble. » 
The entropy S = J dU/xT = Npficosp J(dT/KT) (3fu/3T). The dependence of S on U is shown in Fig.2. The lowest 
possible energy is achieved widi all die protons in die lowest energy state (i.e., point D of Fig.2), which is clearly a 
highly ordered state wiui S = 0. Likewise die greatest energy is achieved with all die protons in die highest state • 
(i.e., point A of Fig.2), which also is a highly ordered state widi S = 0. At intermediate energies S > 0 and is 
symmetric about U = 0. The point B of Fig.2 corresponds to die thermodynamic state in which the populadons of 
die spin-up and die spin-down states are equal to each other (i.e., die quasilinear steady state with G = 0). This is 
very much analogous to die flattening of die electron distribution function in die quasilinear steady state of the 
well-known beam-plasma two-stream instability .6 Point C of Fig.2 corresponds to die uiermodynamic equilibrium 
state at a positive temperature T (i.e., die conventional Maxwell-Boltzmann state). Let us now suppose that die 
system is pumped to the highly ordered negative-temperature statu corresponding to S - 0, i.e., to point A. Since 
die entropy S of an isolated system can never decrease (i.e., a statement equivalent to die Boltzmann H theorem), die 
nonlinear time evolution of die system must correspond to die movement of die system from A towards B along die 
curve AB. By die principle of minimum entropy production, it is clear that die quasilinear steady state of an 
initially inverted spin system is die state corresponding to point B of Fig.2 widi G = 0. It is interesting to note that 
when T -» °°, G —> 0. That is, as T -> °», die two diermodynamically allowed states of minimium entropy 
production (i.e., die conventional Maxwell-Boltzmann state widi G » -'ncoSp/2KT and die quasilinear spin-flip laser 
steady state widi G » 0) merge into each odier, and die system exhibits diermally excited flip-flop coherence between 
diese two states of minimum entropy production in a manner somewhat anologous to die phase coherence in die 
well-known Dicke super-radiance J Thus, in general, any two-level quantum system such as an ensemble of spin 
1/2 system will tend to behave like a laser at infinite temperatures (wiui rapid flip-flop between the two minimum 
entropy production states B and C) since die conventional Maxwell-Boltzmann equilibrium state merges wiui the 
quasilinear spin-flip laser steady state. This point will become more clear as we will now proceede to examine die 
allowed fractional energy fluctuations in die canonical ensemble and die fractional concentration fluctuations in die 
grand canonical ensemble of statistical mechanics.̂  

It is shown in standard text books on statistical physics^ diat for a perfect gas (of fusion product protons 
under study here) die fractional energy fluctuations in a canonical ensemble 3E = Np-1/2 and die fractional 
concentration fluctuations in a grand canonical ensemble 3 N = Np-1/2. That is, 3 = 3 E = 3 N = Np-1/2. in large 
tokamak devices uiat are entering the reactor regime of operation (such as TFTR, JT - 60 and JET) ti(oSp « KTp, 
where KTp is die mean diermal spread in die fusion proton directed energy Ep = 3 MeV and is given by9 Tp = 
[mpTjEp/(mp + mt)] 1/2 » (TjEp/4) 1/2, where Tj is die temperature of die background plasma ions a-.xl mp and mt = 
3mp are die masses of the proton and triton, respectively. It appears uierefore at uiese large kinetic temperances Tp 
where die thermal spread KTp in die fusion product proton directed energy Ep is extremely large compared to die 
proton's spin-flip energy fiwSp. die spin system under consideration will flip-flop back and forth between its 
thermodynamic Maxwell-Boltzmann equilibrium state widi G » -ftcoSD/2KTp and its quasilinear spin-flip laser 
radiative steady stale wiui G » 0 if die uiermodynamic fractional fluctuations 3 = Np-1/2 » I2GI »fia)Sp/KTp. 
That is, it will flip-flop between die points C and B of Fig.2 along die curve CB. Indeed, the system will move 
from point C to point A along die curve CBA and back again to point C along the curve ABC when 3 » 
fiWsp/icTp. We reiterate dial because of die extremely tow value of UtOsp/icTp in comparison to 3 , such a flip-flop 
of die spin system between uiese two states of minimum entropy production is not only reasonable but also is 
required to occur on die basis of die allowed energy fluctuations in the canonical ensemble and die concentration . 
fluctuations in a grand canonical ensemble of statistical mechanics. 8 

Arunasalam 1.10,11 has previously presented a detailed study of die nonlinear stability of spin-flip excitations , 
and, in particular, has examined die quasilinear time evolution of a spin-flip maser system 10 leading to die 
understanding of die spin-flip laser experiments of Patel and Shaw 12. In essence, die quasUinear time evolution of a 
spin-flip laser system is governed by a coupled set of master equations , one of them describing die time evolution 
of die photon (i.e., die spin-flip excitation energy Efc or number N K = EkAicosp) distribution function and die odier 
describing die time evolution of die particle distribution function, i.e., G(v).10 These equations are essentially die 
quantum analogue (of a discrete two-level system) of die familiar coupled equations governing die quasilinear time 
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evolution of the beam-plasma two-stream instability .6 If at time t = 0, the difference in population of the two spin 
states G = G°, the spin-flip excitations energy e = e°, and at the quasilinear steady state G = G°° - 0 and e = e°° » 
e°, one can show from Eq. (4) of Ref.10 that at the quasilinear steady state the spin-flip excitations energy density is 
enhanced over the corresponding black-body value of xTp by the factor 

P - ( £ ~ / K T P ) - Go (mpC2/KTp)3/2 (ji<Bpi2/8n3aa)sp2) , (4) 

where the fine structure constant a. = (e2/Tic) = (1/137), the fast Alfven wave index of refraction \i = ck/co = C/VA , 
the proton ion plasma frequency a>pj = (4nnpe2/mp)l/2, and the Alfven wave phase velocity V A = c/(l + 
47mdm(ic2/B2)l/2 = B/(4raidmd)l/2. 

For the TFTR data of Fig. 1, the tokamak plasma parameter conditions are: The background plasma is of 
deuterium ions with n e = nj = nd + np » 5 x 10^3 cm-3, Td » T e - 5 keV, the tokamak's major radius Ro » 2.65m, 
the plasma major radius Rp » 2.45 m, the plasma minor radius a p » 80cm, the scrape-off plasma layer radius a s c « 
(a p + 15) cm » 95 cm, the confining magnetic field B » 4.45 x 10 4 Gauss at R = Ro, the directed energy of the 
newly bom protons Ep - 3 MeV and their thermal spread according to Brysk? is Tp - (TdEp/*)1^ « 60 keV, and 
the inferred approximate value of the fraction of the newly bom proton population T| = np/nj » 10-6. Using these 
parameters in Eq. (4), we obtain P » T| X 2.36 x 105 if all these protons were initially statistically inverted, i.e., G° 
= 1. Since the black-body thermal equilibrium value of KTp is independent oft), it is apparent from Eq. (4) that this 
spin-flip laser emission of pKTp is linear in the fusion product proton density. This result is consistent with the 
TFTR experimental observation that the total frequency-integrated power PBBCC ' n m e "broader background 
continuum component" of the spectrum of Fig. 1 does follow the time evolution of the neutron flux over about 2.5 
orders of magnitude. For T p = 60 keV, (u)Sp/2jc)=» 205 MHz and Aco/o) » kvp/co = Vp/VA » 0.32, the expected 
black-body emission power PB =» vTpAf = (<B/2jc)KTp(AaV(fl) «• 6.3 x 10"7 W, where v p = (2KTp/mp)l/2. Hence, 
the spin-flip laser emission power predicted by the theoretical Eq. (4) P S L • PPB » H x 2.36 x 6.3 x 10-2 W • 
0.1 5T| W. For an n of 10-6. p s L » 1.5 x 10"7 W. This is the theoretically expected spin-flip laser emisssion 
power from Eq. (4) as predicted by the conventional quasilinear theory. By using a triangular approximation to the 
"broader background continuum component" of the TFTR spectrum of Fig. 1, we find that the total 
frequency-integrated power in this continuum component is PBBCC * K 2 x 10-10 W)(600 MHz/2)]/(300 kHz) = 2 x 
10"? w, where we have used the fact that the bandwidth of the TFTR receiver is 300 kHz. Thus we see there is 
reasonable agreement between the existing experimental data from TFTR and the predictions of the conventional 
quasilinear theory of the spin-flip laser (considering the fact thatn, is known only approximately). 

The spin-flip resonant layer volume near the plasma center (AVol.) = 2jiRp ARp 2a s c = 4nRp2asc(Aa)/co) 
- 7.17 x 10? x (AtoAo) cm3 = 2.29 x 10 7 cm3 since (Aco/to) - 0.32. Thus the total number of protons in this 
resonant volume is Np => r\ x 1.15 x 1021 » 1.15 x 1015. Hence 3 = Np-1/2 » 2.96 x 10-8. The value of 
(ficosp/KTp) - 1.41 x 10-11, That is, the fractional statistical fluctuations both in energy and particle concentration 
3 is very much larger than the ratio (no>sp/KTp). Hence the fluctuation laws of statistical mechanics do indeed 
allow the spin system under consideration to flip-flop between its thermodynamic equilibrium state and its spin-flip 
laser quasilinear steady state. From a thermodynamic point of view, both these states are indeed states of minimum 
entropy production.^ Further, unlike the ion cyclotron harmonic emission for which k j _ » k|| and is subject to 
the Stix-Golant lower hybrid accessibility criterion, this thermally excited spin-flip laser emission is not a near 
perpendicular emission (i.e., is a wide angle emission with k | | » kj_) and is hence fully accessible to the outside 
receiving antenna (and does not have to obey the Stix-Golant lower hybrid accessibility criterion). Thus, from Eq. 
(4) and the shape of the broader background continuum component of the spectrum of Fig. 1, one can in principle 
unfold the total fusion product proton's radial profile. Indeed from Eq. (4), we get np « P S L (Tdl^nd3/2/B) since 
T p ~ T d l / 2 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. A typical TFTR spectrum showing the ion cyclotron harmonic emission lines riding on the top of the 
broader background continuum component of the spectrum. Here, 26.4 MW deuterium neutral beams were injected 
into a deuterium background plasma. 

Fig. 2. The entropy S as a function of the internal energy U for a two-level spin system. 
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